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Abstract: The aim of this study was detecting the relationship of intelligence beliefs and effort with student's sport performance regarding to Dweck's social and cognitive approach. Therefore 500 guidance school students (250 girls and 250 boys with a mean and standard deviation of 13.71±0.85 years of age) of city of Shiraz who were healthy were selected with cluster random sampling and responded to Dupeyrat & Marinè (2005) standardized questionnaire of intelligence beliefs and effort. Student's final exam's scores in physical education were considered as their sport performance index. The result of regression analysis showed that entity beliefs about intelligence decrease sport performance but incremental beliefs about intelligence and effort increase sport performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Student's performance in the field of sport and physical activity is an important issue for educational researchers. Improving of sport at schools not only can provide physical and psychic health, but also cause mirth in society and improve learner's educational performance in other domains. Motivational factors are one of the effective factors on student's performance and one of the important issues in motivation is individual differences, so that recently sport psychologists have considered achievement goal as a way for understanding differences in achievement and performance. Why someone participate spontaneously and actively in physical activity and have a good performance while someone else don't like to participate in such activities and don't achieve so success [1]. The concept of achievement goals emphasizes on students' reason for how to do the task and their performance. This theory has been proven in the sport field as well. Achievement goals include three subtitles of approach performance goals, avoidance performance goals and mastery goals produced by Dweck. Individuals who have mastery goals focus on mastering task while in approach performance goals they try to be the best in class relative to others, but an avoidance performance goal reflects the goal of trying not to be the worst or look stupid in comparison to other [2].

Psychologists and educators have long considered the role of motivation in student achievement and learning [3]. Much of the early research on student achievement and learning separated cognitive and motivational factors and pursued very distinct lines of research that did not integrate cognition and motivation. However, since at least the 1980s there has been a sustained research focus on how motivational and cognitive factors interact and jointly influence student learning and achievement. In more colloquial terms, there is recognition that students need both the cognitive skill and the motivational will to do well in school [4]. This miniseries continues in this tradition by highlighting the contribution of both motivational and cognitive factors for student academic success.

Achievement goal theory is one of the most prominent theories within motivational research today [4]. Goal theory proposes that there are two general goal orientations that concern the purposes individuals are pursuing when approaching and engaging in a task. Achievement goal theorists have used a variety of labels to refer to these two goals including learning and performance goals [5], task and ability goals [6], task-involved and ego-involved [7] and mastery and performance goals [7-11]. Although there are slight variations in the interpretation of these goals under these various labels, they will be referred to here as mastery and performance goals for simplicity. Mastery goals orient
learners to “developing new skills, trying to understand their work, improving their level of competence, or achieving a sense of mastery based on self-referenced standards”. In contrast, performance goals orient learners to focus on their ability and self-worth, to determine their ability by outperforming others in competitions, surpassing others in achievements or grades and receiving public recognition for their superior performance [8].

Dweck and Leggett [5] have described two major types of implicit theories of intelligence that individuals hold. The first is an incremental theory of ability that views learning and intelligence as malleable and a product of effort and effective strategy use. Subsequently, incremental theorists tend to adopt learning [12] or mastery goals [13] whereas the emphasis in the learning process is placed upon gaining competence through persistence. The second implicit theory is the entity theory of ability that views learning and intelligence as relatively fixed and unchanging and a product of stable factors such as inherited ability. Entity theorists tend to adopt performance goals where the emphasis in the learning process is in performing well relative to peers, seeking recognition and ensuring that others view them as "intelligent." Individuals who adopt mastery goals have been shown to elicit numerous positive behaviors related to academic engagement [14]. For instance, Schunk [15] found that 4th graders who worked towards a learning goal had higher motivation and achievement outcomes than their 4th grade counterparts who worked toward performance goals. Similar outcomes have been found with adults. Greene and Miller [16] found that a mastery goal orientation can lead to deeper cognitive engagement. Archer [17] found that college students who adopt a mastery orientation reported a higher frequency of using effective strategies. Although Dweck and Leggett [18] have pointed out that there are adaptive performance concerns, most current introductory educational psychology texts used in teacher preparation courses focus almost entirely on structuring classrooms around mastery goals.

In recent years, for responding to these issues and explaining individual differences on motivation, researchers and educational psychologists have emphasized on the interaction of motivational and cognitive factors. One of the important approaches for determining the relationship between motivational and cognitive factors and scholastic achievement and performance is Dweck’s social and cognitive approach [18]. Intelligence beliefs and goal achievement are the key concepts in this approach. Intelligence beliefs include incremental and entity beliefs about intelligence. Incremental intelligence beliefs indicate that intelligence is a flexible and incremental quality [5]. Students who have intelligence beliefs emphasize on improving their skills and make their maximum effort to conquer their frustrations and past defeats [20]. Entity intelligence beliefs indicate that intelligence is a constant quality [5]. Students with entity beliefs make their minimum effort to achieve goals and solve problems [20].

Behavioral and motivational involvement is very important in the field of sport and physical activities, so with respect to past literatures effort and task value are investigated sequentially as behavioral and motivational dimensions of involvement in sport task. Effort is considered as behavioral dimension and shows one's tendency to do task and to persist on it. Task value is considered as motivational dimension and shows student's beliefs about utility, importance and attractiveness rate of physical education lesson [21]. In recent years some studies have concentrated on relations between achievement goals and motivational and behavioral factors in educational and sport contexts. For example some studies showed positive and significant relation between mastery goals and effort [20,22,23] and task value [24] and negative and significant relation between avoidance performance goals and task value [24,25] also the relation between approach performance goals and task value [24,25] with performance. Thus inquiring about the relation between incremental and entity intelligence beliefs and sport performance is important to detect which one of these beliefs has better relation with student's sport performance.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Because of investigating relationships among variables descriptive method and correlation design was used for this study.

The target population of this research is estimated to be around 5700 guidance school students of city of Shiraz. A total of 500 students (250 girls and 250 boys) were selected as statistical sample for this study with using cluster sampling. There have been considered 4 educational regions as clusters and in each region based on population, healthy persons are selected randomly.
During a meeting with physical educators of guidance schools, subjects were explained completely and asked them to pay attention in scoring of sport lesson.

Standardized questionnaire of Dupeyrat & Marinè [20] was used for measuring intelligence beliefs and effort. Additionally student's final exam's scores were considered as their sport performance index. Cronbach's Alpha (α=0.89) was used in order to detect reliability. Finally, regression analysis was used for investigating the relation of goal achievement and effort with sport performance with using SPSS software.

RESULTS

Mean and standard deviation of the research variables including Entity intelligence beliefs, Incremental intelligence beliefs, Effort and Sport performance are presented in Table 1. (500 subjects (250 females and 250 males))

As can be seen in Table 2 and Table 3, amount of R square is 0.258 (R=0.508) for sport performance by the dimensions of intelligence beliefs and effort. This means that 25.8 percent of the changes in sport performance are explained by the dimensions of intelligence beliefs and effort. As well as, being a significant F is representing linear relationship between intelligence beliefs and effort and sport performance (F=57.610).

As can be seen in Table 4, considering the significant level, intelligence beliefs and effort components can be predict to changes in the sport performance (P<0.01). Standardized regression coefficient (β=0.302) and (β=0.414) orderly in incremental intelligence beliefs and effort component show that with increase them, sport performance is increased, too. Standardized regression coefficient in entity intelligence beliefs (β =-0.347) show that with increase in the entity, the sport performance is reduced.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study aimed at investigating the relationship between intelligence beliefs and student's sport performance with respect to mediating rule of achievement goals, effort and task value regarding to Dweck's social and cognitive approach. The results showed that incremental intelligence beliefs have positive and significant relation with sport performance. In fact students who believe intelligence is a flexible and progressive quality choose mastery goals and make their maximum effort to achieve goals and sport tasks are of great value to them; as a result they have a high performance. These findings are congruent with the results of Dweck's social and cognitive approach [5,18], Stipek, & Gralinski [23] and Rastgar [22].

Also results showed that there is a negative and significant relation between entity intelligence beliefs and sport performance meant that students who have entity intelligence beliefs often choose approach performance goals and avoidance performance goals and often do their tasks because of their fear of teacher and others punishment and blame. They don't valorise for their physical education tasks so they demonstrate a weak performance. These findings are congruent with the results of Dweck's social and cognitive approach [5,18], Stipek, & Gralinski [28 ] and Rastgar [22] Results showed that effort has the most direct and positive effect on performance among the variables of this study which is congruent with the results of Dupeyrat and Marinè [20] and Rastgar [22].

With respect to these findings structure of educational environment must help to produce incremental intelligence beliefs in students and also
physical educators and parents must be informed about effects of these beliefs on student's sport performance.

Considering the importance and role of mastery goals on students' sport performance, education authorities should identify and pay attention to factors resulting in accepting mastery goals by students. It seems that in our country if pay more attention to physical education in schools and especially in high schools that sport specialization occurs and if physical educators are more serious about physical education, its evaluation and its both theoretical and practical aspects, conditions would be provide for selecting the mastery goals by students.

Also according to effort importance in improvement of students' sport performance it is suggested that families, educators and sport authorities create motivations for more activities and efforts for students and eliminate the factors that cause students recession from efforts.

Researchers who focus on children with learning disabilities or underachieving children find similar patterns of adaptive and maladaptive attributions; however, they further suggest that effort attributions be associated with strategy use [24,25]. That is, rather than attributing success to effort, success should be attributed to effortful strategy use. This may be especially important for children with learning disabilities in that effort may not always lead to success. Furthermore, rather than attributing failure to lack of effort alone, attributing failure to the lack of strategy use or use of inappropriate strategies helps dispel the inappropriate belief that effort always leads to success, but still helps to convey the idea that success is possible.

In terms of instructional implications, self-efficacy is best facilitated by providing opportunities for students to succeed on tasks within their range of competence and through these experiences actually develop new capabilities and skills. Self-efficacy is not fostered by providing inaccurate or effusive praise to students in the absence of specific task accomplishments. This type of praise is meaningless and invalid and may foster inaccurate beliefs in students who think they are capable of some task.

For teachers and school psychologists, these results suggest that academic achievement, study skills and engagement can be increased by tapping into students' interests. This can be done by building upon personal interest or creating situational interest. That is, allowing students to work on topics they find personally interesting may help them to engage in such a way that they use better strategies for learning and ultimately achieve at higher levels. One way to capitalize on personal interest is to allow students to pick topics for class programs or reports. Admittedly, it is difficult to design classroom activities that capitalize on the personal interest of all students in the classroom; therefore, educators should also consider ways to enhance situational interest.

CONCLUSION

Therefore, teachers and school psychologists are urged to focus on changes that can be made to the school or classroom environments to help all students, rather than citing lack of motivation for a particular student as a reason for lower than expected academic performance. In the other hand according to direct influence of task values and effort on students sport performance, it is suggested that selected physical task and activities be related to students’ interests, aptitudes and their cognitive, emotional and psychomotor development stage that can increase their performance.
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